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2Abstract
Female mate choice influences the maintenance of genetic variation by al-
tering the mating success of males with different genotypes. The evolution of
preferences themselves, on the other hand, depends on genetic variation present
in the population. Few models have tracked this feedback between a choice gene
and its effects on genetic variation, in particular when genes that determine off-
spring viability and attractiveness have dominance effects. Here we build a
population genetic model that allows comparing the evolution of various choice
rules in a single framework. We first consider preferences for good genes and
show that focused preferences for homozygotes evolve more easily than broad
preferences, which allow heterozygous males high mating success too. This oc-
curs despite better maintenance of genetic diversity in the latter scenario, and
we discuss why empirical findings of superior mating success of heterozygous
males consequently do not immediately lead to a better understanding of the
lek paradox. Our results thus suggest that the mechanisms that help main-
tain genetic diversity also have a flipside of making female choice an inaccurate
means of producing the desired kind of offspring. We then consider preferences
for heterozygosity per se, and show that these evolve only under very special
conditions. Choice for compatible genotypes can evolve but its selective advan-
tage diminishes quickly due to frequency-dependent selection. Finally, we show
that our model reproduces earlier results on selfing, when the female choice
strategy produces assortative mating. Overall, our model indicates that various
forms of heterozygote-favouring (or variable) female choice pose a problem for
the theory of sexual ornamentation based on indirect benefits, rather than a
solution.
Female choice, heterozygosity, inbreeding depression, dominance, genetic variation,
sexual selection.
Introduction
A much debated idea in the study of sexual selection is whether females gain indirect1
fitness benefits through mate choice (Kirkpatrick and Ryan, 1991; Kokko et al., 2006;2
Qvarnstro¨m et al., 2006). More ornamented males are expected to sire offspring of3
higher reproductive value, due to heritable mating success and/or enhanced viability4
of offspring (Møller and Alatalo, 1999; Jennions and Petrie, 2000; Eshel et al., 2002;5
Kokko et al., 2002), but this requires that some process maintains heritable variation6
in the traits in question. It is also increasingly recognized that female choice can be7
3more multi-faceted than a simple quest to look for the best genotype. For example,1
female choice can be context-dependent (Qvarnstro¨m et al., 2000; Welch, 2003) so2
that the best mate for a given female may depend on the female’s own genotype3
(Tregenza and Wedell, 2000; Zeh and Zeh, 2003; Mays and Hill, 2004; Neff and4
Pitcher, 2005).5
This gives rise to a challenge: how should females choose, when there may be6
heritable variation in fitness (so that mating with attractive males who carry ’good7
genes’ gives highly viable and attractive offspring) but there are simultaneously also8
benefits of dissimilarity and complementarity so that mating with males with ’com-9
patible genes’ may be advantageous (Colegrave et al., 2002; Hunt et al., 2004; Mays10
and Hill, 2004; Neff and Pitcher, 2005)? The genetic architecture of the genotypes11
that confer fitness benefits under the two scenarios is fundamentally different: choice12
for ’good genes’ assumes additive gene action while choice for compatibility assumes13
overdominance or epistasis (i.e. non-additive genetic action). This difference could14
have important consequences: perhaps benefits from dominance through mate choice15
play a role in how genetic variation is maintained?16
Mate preferences that produce a genetically diverse offspring generation could17
obviously increase the genetic diversity that is maintained at equilibrium (Neff and18
Pitcher, 2005), thus feeding back and reinforcing the evolution of choosiness itself.19
Neff and Pitcher (2005) suggest that this leads to a continuum between possible20
mating systems, where choice for compatible genes leads to an increase in genetic21
variation, and hence enhances the prospects for choice of males for the sake of good22
genes. A variation on this theme occurs when inbreeding has adverse effects on23
male condition (Saccheri et al., 2005) and consequently on his sexual attractiveness24
(Maynard Smith, 1956; Aspi, 2000; Ho¨glund et al., 2002; Ahtiainen et al., 2004; Reid25
et al., 2003, 2005). If heterozygosity correlates not only with viability but also with26
sexual attractiveness, fixation of a single best genotype due to mate choice could be27
avoided, which in turn ensures continual variation in traits related to mate choice.28
However, whether the mechanism just discussed can be maintained by selection is29
not trivial (Irwin and Taylor, 2000; Reinhold, 2002). To see why, consider a simplified30
genetic setting where condition is determined by only one locus, with two alleles A31
and a. In a traditional good-genes scenario, AA males are in best condition, followed32
by Aa and then aa. With a heterozygote advantage, Aa males perform best and are33
preferred by females. It is true that this preference creates a diversity of offspring34
AA, Aa and aa thus maintaining genetic variation. However, this preference also35
4suffers a cost of producing plenty of offspring of the wrong kinds (AA and aa). Thus,1
while heterozygote advantage means that there is probably more reason to choose,2
i.e. more genetic variation at equilibrium, choice itself becomes less accurate in3
terms of producing the desired types of offspring. Detailed tracking of the types of4
offspring produced is required to determine the net effect, and the answer obviously5
depends on the degree of genetic dominance present.6
Here, our aim is to develop a comprehensive model of mate choice when fitness7
depends on dominance effects of two homologous genes. We employ two approaches8
to do so: First, we establish the conditions for the invasion of a mutant choice allele9
and, second, we use a population genetic model to follow the changes in genetic di-10
versity of the population as a result of the introduction of the mutant choice allele.11
Equilibrium gene frequencies are tracked to investigate the feedback between the12
evolution of mate choice and genetic diversity. Our population genetic derivations13
allow examination of a variety of female choice strategies. We concentrate on the14
following: preferences for good genes, with two different treatments of heterozygous15
males (see Defining female choice strategies, below); preference for heterozygous16
males per se; preference for compatible males; and assortative mating. The value17
of our study is that it allows us to compare the success of all the above strategies18
(and, if required, additional ones) in a single comprehensive framework. In par-19
ticular, we clarify whether benefits of mate choice through dominant gene effects20
can aid in explaining the maintenance of costly female choice, as various studies21
currently express differing views on the subject (Mitton et al., 1993; Brown, 1997;22
Irwin and Taylor, 2000; Reinhold, 2002). We ask how a fixed level of mutational23
input translates into female choice under different scenarios of genetic dominance,24
and differential attractiveness of homozygous vs. heterozygous males. We also dis-25
cuss the relative merits of preferences for heterozygous males in general, compared26
to genotype-specific preferences for compatible males.27
Model28
Describing the life cycle29
In any natural population, viability is influenced by a multitude of loci and alleles30
(Rowe and Houle, 1996; Tomkins et al., 2004). Nevertheless, to enable us to track31
the coevolution of genetic variation and female choice, we have chosen to simplify32
5the situation such that only one locus with two alleles, say A and a, determines the1
condition of both males and females (see table 1 for a list of symbols). Condition in2
turn determines viability, and in the case of males it can also have an influence on3
their sexual appearance. We introduce female choice by considering a second locus4
with two possible alleles, B involving choosy behaviour and b implying random5
mating. For simplicity, we assume additive gene action at this locus and no gene6
interactions with the viability locus. Since under additive gene action a locus with7
diploid inheritance is functioning like a haploid locus we let the choice locus obey8
haploid inheritance, with half the offspring inheriting the allele from the mother, and9
half from the father. We also assume semelparous individuals living in a population10
of infinite size. The events of the life-cycle occur in the following order:11
(1) Viability selection occurs among juveniles. Irrespective of the sex, the via-12
bilities of individuals are the same. That is, the viability of homozygotes for allele13
A is wAA = 1, the viability of homozygotes aa is waa = 1 − s and the viability of14
heterozygote individuals is wAa = 1 − hs, where h is the coefficient of dominance.15
Choosing appropriate values of h allows us to cover three different scenarios: (a)16
overdominance: heterozygous individuals are more viable than either type of ho-17
mozygote (h < 0), (b) dominance: the viability of heterozygotes is somewhere in18
between the high-quality homozygotes and the low-quality homozygotes (0 < h < 1),19
and (c) underdominance: heterozygous individuals are less viable than both types of20
homozygotes (h > 1). This formulation, however, cannot handle the particular case21
of symmetric overdominance, where either type of homozygote is equally strongly22
selected against. In some of our results, therefore, we use an alternative formula-23
tion for the explicit case of symmetric overdominance. In that case, the viability24
of heterozygotes is wAa = 1, while either type of homozygote has reduced fitness,25
wAA = 1− s and waa = 1− s.26
(2) Juveniles become adults, and mating occurs. Males and females encounter27
each other in random order, and randomly mating females (allele b) accept the first28
male encountered. Choosy females (allele B) either accept or reject males for mating,29
depending on the genetically controlled preference. The probability that a female30
with genotype j accepts a randomly encountered male with genotype k for mating31
is denoted by ψ(k|j). Thus, the model allows us to consider e.g. cases where AA32
and Aa males have identically elaborate sexual displays, while aa males perform33
much worse; in that case, females are expected to have equally high acceptance34
probabilities for AA and Aa, but low probabilities for aa males. If a female rejects35
6a male, she searches for a new mate until she has mated. There are no limits to1
how many females a male can inseminate, and all females are assumed to find an2
acceptable mate eventually. We do not consider maladaptive strategies where all3
acceptance probabilities are zero.4
(3) Females produce a large number of juveniles with a 1:1 primary sex-ratio.5
The fertility of a choosy female is reduced by a factor c relative to that of random6
mating females. For simplicity we thus assume a constant cost of expressing mate7
preferences, regardless of the actual number of males sampled. All adults die after8
breeding.9
(4) Mutations occur. We assume that allele A mutates to allele a with probability10
µ while the back mutation rate from a to A is given by ν.11
Dynamic of the viability genes12
We will first consider the dynamic of the condition-determining genotypes without13
the dynamic of female choice. This assumption will be relaxed later. Since we14
consider only a 1:1 primary sex ratio and segregation of viability alleles is assumed15
to occur at an autosomal locus, it is sufficient to consider only the dynamic of16
female genotypes. The frequency of genotype j will be designated by pj . Then, the17
frequencies of all female genotypes in the population at the juvenile stage can be18
collected into the column vector pA ≡ (pAA, pAa, paa). The frequency of genotypes19
in the next generation pA′ can be calculated from the frequencies in the previous20
generation according to the recursion21
pA′ = UMWpA. (1)22
The viability matrix W is diagonal and has elements w(j|j) giving the relative23
viability of a female of genotype j during viability selection. The mating matrix M24
has elements Pr(i|j) giving the probability that a female of genotype j produces an25
offspring of genotype i. Finally, the mutation matrix U has elements u(l|i) giving26
the probability that an offspring inheriting genotype i will actually be of genotype27
l after mutation (see appendix). The relative viability of genotype j is28
w(j|j) = wj∑
r prwr
, (2)29
7where wj is the viability of genotype j. Accordingly, the frequency of genotype j1
after viability selection is given by2
psj =
pjwj∑
r prwr
(3)3
and this equation holds for both male and female genotypes.The probability that a4
female of genotype j produces an offspring of genotype i can be expanded in terms5
of the various genotypes of her mating partners,6
Pr(i|j) =
∑
k
Pr(i|k, j)Pr(k|j), (4)7
where k runs over all male genotypes. The first term in this sum, Pr(i|k, j), is the8
probability that a female with genotype j that has mated with a male with genotype9
k produces an offspring of genotype i. This probability is obtained by applying the10
rules of Mendelian inheritance. The second term in the sum is the probability that11
a female with genotype j mates with a male with genotype k after viability selection12
and is given by13
Pr(k|j) = p
s
kψ(k|j)∑
r p
s
rψ(r|j)
. (5)14
For completeness, we mention that the relative mating success of a male of genotype15
k is
[∑
j p
s
jPr(k|j)
]
/psk.16
Random mating17
An important factor to consider before introducing the choice gene locus is the18
genetic diversity available under random mating, i.e. the initial conditions which19
the choice allele experiences when attempting invasion. These initial conditions are20
determined by the equilibrium frequency pˆ of allele A under random mating. In21
this situation we have ψ(k|j) = 1 for all male genotypes k and female genotype j22
and we designate the mating matrix under this specific assumption by R. Using the23
Hardy-Weinberg proportions, the vector of the frequencies of female genotype at the24
juveniles stage is pA = (p2, 2p(1− p), (1− p)2) where p is the frequency of allele A25
in the population. Using Eq.(1) and noting that p = pAA+ pAa/2, the change in the26
frequency of allele A is27
∆p = pA′ · v − p, (6)28
8where the vector v ≡ (1, 1/2, 0) weights the contribution of each genotype to the1
frequency of allele A (· is the dot product). Equation 6 is in fact equivalent to the2
standard equation describing allele frequency change under random mating through3
the joint effect of selection and mutation (e.g. Hartl and Clark, 1997; Gillespie,4
2004). Introducing the viabilities defined in the life-cycle into the random mating5
matrix, we can find the equilibrium frequency of allele A, which is reached when6
∆p = 0. In the absence of backward mutations (ν = 0) the stable equilibrium of7
allele A is given by8
pˆ =
2− h (3− µ)−
√
[4µ (1− 2h)] /s+ h2(1 + µ)2
2 (1− 2h) . (7)9
In the absence of mutations (µ = 0), selection will drive the allele frequency towards10
pˆ = 1 when h ≥ 0 (h < 0) or to pˆ = [1− h] / [1− 2h] in the presence overdominance.11
The equilibrium gene frequency (7) is plotted in fig. 1A as a function of dominance12
h for various values of the mutation rate µ and the coefficient of selection s. In order13
to relate the genetic architecture of the trait to the heritability maintained at steady14
state under random mating we also evaluated both the additive and dominance ge-15
netic variance in fitness at the viability locus as is usually carried out for quantitative16
traits (e.g. Bu¨rger, 2000; Lynch and Walsh, 1998). The resulting variances in via-17
bilities are σ2A = 2pˆ(1 − pˆ)s2{1 − pˆ − h(1 − 2pˆ)}2 and σ2D = pˆ2(1 − pˆ)2s2(1 − 2h)218
with the result that the heritability at the viability locus is given by19
H2 =
σ2A
σ2A + σ
2
D
20
=
2(1− pˆ− h (1− 2pˆ))2
2− pˆ (3− pˆ)− 4h(1− pˆ)2 + h2 (2− 4pˆ (1− pˆ)) , (8)21
which is plotted in fig. 1B as a function of dominance h for various values of the22
mutation rate µ and the coefficient of selection s. The heritability takes a maximum23
value of one (H2 = 1) in the presence of additive gene action (h = 1/2) and thus24
decreases with dominance, overdominance and underdominance.25
The stable equilibrium of allele A can also be obtained for the case of symmetric26
overdominance (see stage 1 of the life cycle, above), when ν = 0 this is27
pˆ =
1
4
[
3− µ−
√
[4µ (1− s)] /s+ (1− µ)2
]
. (9)28
In the absence of mutations (µ = 0), the equilibrium frequency of allele A under29
symmetric overdominance is pˆ = 1/2 for all selection coefficients s. The heritability30
9at the viability locus for symmetric overdominance is given by1
H2 =
1− 4pˆ (1− pˆ)
1− 2pˆ (1− pˆ) . (10)2
Two other quantities will be important in our model. First, irrespective of her3
mating strategy, the probability that a heterozygote mother produces a heterozygote4
offspring is5
Pr(Aa|Aa) = 1/2. (11)6
Second, the probability that a randomly sampled homozygote female from the pop-7
ulation produces a heterozygote offspring is8
Pr(Aa|AA ∪ aa) = Pr(Aa|AA) pAA
pAA + paa
+ Pr(Aa|aa) paa
pAA + paa
, (12)9
which is the proportion of heterozygote offspring produced by each homozygote10
mother averaged over the relative number of homozygotes in the population. Under11
random mating this is12
Pr(Aa|AA ∪ aa) = (1− p) p
1− 2 (1− p) p, (13)13
which corresponds to the equation in Mitton et al. (1993). This probability takes14
its maximum value of one half when the frequency of allele A is one half (p = 1/2)15
in the population. Under the specific assumption that homozygote females mate16
only with heterozygote males, the probability that a randomly sampled homozygote17
female from the population produces a heterozygote offspring is18
Pr(Aa|AA ∪ aa) = 1/2. (14)19
Evolution of mate preferences20
Now that we have derived the equilibrium frequencies for condition-determining21
alleles of the viability locus, we must next determine if mate preferences can evolve.22
We assume that the mutant allele B causes females to mate non-randomly according23
to a choice rule determined by the set ψ ≡ {ψ(AA|AA), ... , ψ(k|j), ... , ψ(aa|aa)}24
of acceptance probabilities. We will determine the invasion of allele B in two stages.25
First, we evaluate whether the choice allele B, which imposes a fecundity cost, can26
invade a population fixed for allele b when the equilibrium frequency of allele A is27
10
held constant. Second, we track the coevolution of female choice and the condition-1
determining alleles during the spread of allele B. This allows us to answer questions2
relating to the maintenance of genetic diversity in the population. In the first stage3
of our analysis we follow previous work (Irwin and Taylor, 2000) and measure the4
ability of the mutant gene B to invade the population by its growth rate relative to5
that of the established type in a population which has reached the mutation-selection6
balance at the condition-determining locus (e.g., equilibrium frequency pˆ of allele A7
at the viability locus given by eq. 7 and heritability at this locus given by eq. 8). The8
frequency of choice gene carriers among juveniles of each genotype in the present9
generation is given by the column vector pB ≡ (pAAB, pAaB, paaB). Assuming that10
the genotype frequencies at the condition-determining locus do not change during11
the initial invasion of the mutant, the frequency of choice gene carriers in the next12
generation can be calculated from the frequency in the previous generation according13
to the recursion14
pB′ = TpˆpB. (15)15
The subscript of the transition matrix Tpˆ = (1 − c)UMpˆWpˆ emphasizes that the16
elements of this matrix are evaluated at the random mating selection-mutation equi-17
librium pˆ of allele A. The fate of an allele determining a choice rule ψ is established18
by examining the dominant eigenvalue λ of the transition matrix Tpˆ (Caswell, 2001,19
p. 294). Indeed, the growth rate, defined as the logarithm of the dominant eigen-20
value, of the random-mating allele b is zero because the eigenvalue of the associated21
mating matrix is one. This is a direct consequence of using the equilibrium value22
pˆ of the gene frequency which determines an evolutionary end-point under random23
mating. Thus, when log λ > 0 under non-random mating, the choice allele is able to24
invade the population. By contrast, when log λ < 0, the choice allele will be wiped25
out of the population. The condition for the invasion of a mutant choice allele as26
given by the examination of the dominant eigenvalue greatly simplifies the analysis,27
but considering the initial prospects of invasion is not sufficient for all our questions.28
To track the feedback between choice and genetic diversity we proceeded to the29
second stage of the analysis, constructing a population genetic model. This allows30
us to check the validity of the invasion criteria and track the subsequent dynamic31
of the invasion. In this second stage of the analysis, we used a population genetic32
model to track the change of the genetic structure of the population as a result of33
the introduction of the mutant choice allele. With our system of inheritance we34
must track six genotypes in the population. The frequency of all genotypes at the35
juveniles stage is collected into the vector p ≡ (pAAB, pAaB, paaB, pAAb, pAab, paab)36
11
and we posit free recombination. The dynamic of genotypes satisfies the recursion1
p′ = Tp, (16)2
where the transition matrixT describes the projection of the frequencies of genotypes3
from one generation to the next and is itself a function of genotype frequencies. This4
transition matrix is directly built on the elements presented so far, and its details5
are described in the appendix.6
As for the static model presented above, the mutant allele is introduced at low7
frequency into the population which is at equilibrium frequency for the condition-8
determining locus. The introduction is performed by changing the frequency of each9
of the three genotypes to a set of two frequencies, one for the choice allele B carriers,10
the other for the random mating allele b carriers. To avoid any initial association11
between choice gene and condition-determining genes, the frequencies of the mating12
type allele were initially assigned the same value within each of the genotype class at13
the condition-determining locus (Charlesworth et al., 1990). We subsequently report14
the dynamic of the frequency of allele A, the frequency of the choice allele B, and15
the frequency of heterozygotes. In addition, we followed the change in the genetic16
load of the population defined by L ≡ 1− w¯/wmax where wmax is the viability of the17
best genotypes in the population and w¯ is the mean viability (Gillespie, 2004). This18
index reflects the degree to which a choice allele can exploit the genetic variance19
in viability in the population to extract a fitness advantage over a random mating20
allele. When there is only one allele, A or a, fixed in the population, L = 0, and21
choice is not possible. Finally, we also followed the dynamic of the heterozygote22
deficiency index within a population as given by FIS ≡ 1 − pAa/ [2p(1− p)] where23
2p(1− p) is frequency of heterozygotes expected under random mating. This index24
reflects the degree to which the population is separated in different mating pools25
(Hartl and Clark, 1997; Gillespie, 2004; Gavrilets, 2004). Here, when FIS = 1 the26
population produces no heterozygotes and is therefore split into two reproductively27
isolated pools.28
Defining female choice strategies29
Although our model is general such that it allows us to consider all possible female30
preferences that satisfy the set form of acceptance probabilities, we derived results31
only for the following five biologically meaningful strategies:32
12
(1) Focused preference for good genes. Here, we assume that females can distin-1
guish AA males from Aa or aa males and mate only with AA males. The preference2
profile is ψ = {ψ(AA|j) = 1, ψ(Aa|j) = 0 and ψ(aa|j) = 0 for all j}.3
(2) Broad preference for good genes. Females can distinguish aa males from the4
two other types and thus avoid breeding with them, but they cannot distinguish5
between AA homozygotes and Aa heterozygotes. The acceptance probabilities are6
given by ψ = {ψ(AA|j) = 1, ψ(Aa|j) = 1 and ψ(aa|j) = 0 for all j}.7
(3) Preference for heterozygotes. Regardless of her own genotype, each female8
chooses Aa males to mate with. The acceptance probabilities are given by ψ =9
{ψ(AA|j) = 0, ψ(Aa|j) = 1 and ψ(aa|j) = 0 for all j}.10
(4) Disassortative mating. We assume here that a female knows both her own11
genotype and that of any potential mate. She only accepts AA males if she is herself12
aa, accepts aa males if she is AA, and mates randomly if she is heterozygous, Aa.13
The strategy profile is given by ψ = {ψ(AA|AA) = 0, ψ(Aa|AA) = 0, ψ(aa|AA) =14
1, ψ(aa|aa) = 0, ψ(Aa|aa) = 0, ψ(AA|aa) = 1 and ψ(j|Aa) = 1 for all j}. Disas-15
sortative mating in our one-locus case can also be interpreted as achoice for com-16
patible genotypes, if heterozygotes are more fit.17
(5) Assortative mating. Again, we assume that females know their own geno-18
type, and mate with males that have the same genotype as herself. The accep-19
tance probabilities are given by ψ = {ψ(AA|AA) = 1, ψ(Aa|Aa) = 1, ψ(aa|aa) =20
1, else ψ(l|j) = 0}. Note that our model allows us to combine any pattern of dom-21
inance freely with any female choice strategy. Some combinations, of course, make22
more biological sense than others: for example, if there is overdominance in condition23
and sexual traits are condition-dependent, a female who pays attention to a male24
sexual trait is adequately described by strategy (3). This strategy would require25
much more complicated cognitive mechanisms, however, if condition was governed26
by intermediate dominance (0 < h < 1), and under genetic underdominance, females27
would actually have to prefer poorly signalling males to achieve strategy (3). We28
do not, however, a priori exclude any combination. Instead, we investigated the29
success of each strategy for the whole continuum of the three different scenarios of30
overdominance, dominance and underdominance. It is worth keeping the biological31
feasibility in mind when interpreting model results, and also that grossly (or even32
mildly) maladaptive strategies will not spread or become fixed when their success is33
tracked in the model.34
13
Results1
Preferences for good genes when fitness is non-additive2
Here, we examine the two strategies that aim to increase the chances that the off-3
spring have the beneficial A allele: (1) focused preferences for good genes, and (2)4
broad preferences for good genes. Assuming suitable values of selection and mutation5
from allele A to allele a (for simplicity we neglect mutations from a to A) to ensure6
some genetic diversity at the random mating equilibrium, focused preferences can7
invade a randomly mating population when there is dominance or underdominance,8
but not if there is strong overdominance (fig. 2). This result is easy to explain.9
If overdominance is strong, random mating performs better than a preference for10
AA homozygotes, as the latter fails to produce fit heterozygous offspring. In the11
more favourable cases of dominance or underdominance, introducing costs of female12
choice counteract the indirect benefit of choice, but do not destroy it assuming that13
costs remain small (fig. 2). This is the essence of the genic capture hypothesis,14
phrased in our simplified two-allele form: a sufficient mutational input allows costly15
female choice to invade and persist in the population (fig. 4). The result that fo-16
cused preferences can persist when h > 0 is good news regarding the maintenance of17
female choice: preferences that focus on finding AA males and make females avoid18
mating with heterozygotes are biologically more easily achieved by females when19
heterozygotes are phenotypically in worse condition than high-quality homozygotes20
(i.e., h > 0).21
It is interesting to compare ”focused choice for good genes” with a broader form22
of preference, where females do not (or cannot) distinguish between AA and Aa23
males. Does this situation help to maintain more diversity and more female choice?24
Note that biologically, the broad choice strategy (2) makes most sense when AA25
and Aa males resemble each other in their condition, i.e. when h is close to 0.26
The prospects for choice to spread are, however, relatively insensitive to the exact27
value of h (fig. 3). When female choice is cost-free, broad choice can invade in all28
dominance scenarios: underdominance, dominance and overdominance (fig. 3). This29
contrasts with the more restrictive setting of focused female choice, and thus, at30
first sight, overdominance seems to help contributing to the maintenance of female31
choice. However, the benefit is very slight (compare the y axis in fig. 3 to those32
in fig. 2) and broad, diversity-maintaining choice rules are more sensitive to costs33
of female choice and thus evolve poorly under any scenario of dominance (fig. 3,34
14
lowest curves).1
Figure 4 shows that the broad choice strategy indeed has the proposed advantage2
of maintaining more variation at the viability loci at equilibrium. In figures 4A-B,3
female choice is cost-free, and either focused (fig. 4A) or broad (fig. 4B) female choice4
can spread. Diversity is retained to a far greater degree in the latter scenario: as the5
choice allele B spreads, the A allele becomes close to fixation when female choice is6
focused, but not when it is broad. This is expected because focused choice is a much7
better strategy at picking out the favorable allele and transmitting it to offspring.8
Adding a slight cost to female choice does not destroy selection for the spread of the9
choice allele B when it only favours AA males (fig. 4C), but B consistently declines10
in frequency when choice is broad (fig. 4D) despite the high genetic diversity present11
in the population.12
Preferences for heterozygotes vs. disassortative mating13
As exemplified in fig. 5A, a preference for heterozygous males is unable to invade a14
population of randomly mating females even in the zone of overdominance, where15
heterozygotes have a fitness advantage over either type of homozygote. This result16
was first noted by Irwin and Taylor (2000). Females do not benefit from favour-17
ing heterozygous males as mates, whether the attractiveness of heterozygotes is in18
some way directly determined by females, or mediated via improved condition of19
heterozygotes that in turn results in enhanced sexual displays. Unlike in the good20
genes scenarios above, a preference for heterozygosity cannot invade even if female21
choice is cost-free.22
Why do we and others (Partridge, 1983; Irwin and Taylor, 2000) obtain such a23
strong negative result, yet we know that females mating with heterozygote males24
produce more heterozygote offspring than if they where mating randomly (Mitton25
et al., 1993)? First, it is instructive to see how Mitton et al. (1993)’s result arises.26
Consider a population of AA, Aa and aa females that mate randomly. Half of the27
offspring of Aa will always be heterozygotes (eq. 11). However, AA and aa females, if28
they mate randomly, will not achieve this high proportion of heterozygous offspring,29
unless the frequency of allele A is exactly 1/2 (eq. 14). Thus, heterozygous males are30
more likely to bear heterozygous offspring than are homozygous males. However,31
this correlation does not imply that a prospective female gains by favoring heterozy-32
gous individuals as mates, even under overdominance. First, consider symmetric33
15
overdominance in the absence of mutations, which predicts that the equilibrium fre-1
quency of allele A under random mating is pˆ = 1/2. With this frequency, random2
mating and a preference for heterozygotes - or, in fact, any mating preference that3
does not take into account the female’s own genotype - both result in exactly the4
same proportions of genotypes in offspring of all types of matings. Assuming no5
choice costs, the choice allele and the random-mating allele are therefore selectively6
neutral (Irwin and Taylor, 2000).7
By contrast, when the overdominance is not symmetric, selection under random8
mating produces asymmetrical genotype frequencies: AA individuals have superior9
fitness relative to aa, which generates a deficiency in the number of a alleles and10
aa genotypes in the population. Now the expected proportion of heterozygotes11
offspring by a homozygous, randomly mating mother falls below one half, while12
heterozygous mothers still produce 1/2 heterozygous offspring regardless of their13
mating strategy. Can a choosy female, who under these conditions preferentially14
mates with heterozygote males, improve the fitness of her progeny? As shown by15
Irwin and Taylor (2000), the answer is no: despite overdominance, the choice allele16
cannot invade the population because the increased production of Aa offspring also17
automatically associates with increased production of aa, at the expense of AA18
offspring that were assumed more fit than aa. Thus, the redistribution of genotypes19
creates more of the less fit homozygote aa than are created under random mating.20
(Randomly mating females would end up more often producing AA than aa females,21
due to the greater frequency of the A allele.) This outweighs the benefit of producing22
more heterozygotes, unless overdominance is symmetric - but then we are back at the23
expectation that the frequency of A is 1/2, which in turn means that any mate choice24
strategy produces the same offspring distribution and is thus selectively neutral.25
Although the above argument (and fig. 5A) draws a bleak picture regarding the26
evolution of preferences for heterozygous males, there is a way out: if the frequency27
of A can differ from 1/2 while symmetric overdominance is retained, the preference28
for heterozygous males can be selected for. Biased mutation rates can produce such a29
case. To summarize: If symmetric overdominance combines with a biased mutation30
rate, resulting in an initial frequency of allele A different of one half (eq. 9), the31
benefit of creating more heterozygote genotypes is not destroyed by overproduction32
of less fit homozygotes, because both homozygotes have the same fitness. This can33
lead to an increase of the average viability of offspring. This intuition is confirmed34
in fig. (5.B) where we investigated the growth rate of the choice of heterozygote gene35
16
under different mutation rates determining unequal initial frequencies of the alleles1
at the condition-determining locus, and a numerical exploration predicts that such2
a preference can increase to fixation (fig. 6A). Thus, a preference for heterozygous3
mates is possible to achieve. This is a situation that does not involve any ”good4
gene” because both alleles have the same fitness, but it appears to require rather5
special conditions to evolve.6
Disassortative mating evolves more easily (fig. 5C). The gene determining disas-7
sortative mating is able to invade the population in the overdominance zone. This8
is unsurprising, since the change in the distribution of genotypes creates additional9
heterozygotes without suffering from the problem experienced by the blind pref-10
erence for heterozygotes, i.e. overproduction of the wrong kind of homozygotes.11
This strategy thus results in a direct increase in mean offspring viability, as long12
as there is overdominance, and creates conditions under which females can benefit13
from favouring ’complementary’ genotypes. The analysis of the dynamical model14
confirms qualitatively the insights gained by the invasion model. Interestingly, how-15
ever, the spread of a preference for disassortative mating quickly slows down after an16
initial invasion period and the frequency of the choice allele never exceeds that of the17
random mating allele (fig. 6B-D). This results in a stable polymorphism between18
the disassortative mating allele and the random mating allele. This polymorphism is19
a consequence of frequency-dependence brought about by sexual selection opposing20
natural selection. Producing heterozygote offspring is favoured by natural selection21
because they survive well, leading to selection for the compatibility choice allele.22
However, the mating success of heterozygote males decreases as the choice gene23
invades because homozygous choosy females mate with homozygotes of the other24
type and not with heterozygote males. This induces a negative selective pressure25
on the choice allele stemming from choosy females themselves. Consequently, the26
choice gene reaches an equilibrium determined by the balance between sexual and27
natural selection. Comparing fig.(6C) and fig.(6D) reveals that a decrease in the28
heterozygote advantage decreases the equilibrium frequency of the disassortative29
mating allele.30
Assortative mating31
Under assortative mating, females avoid producing heterozygotes. It is therefore not32
suprising that assortative mating, if not too costly, is favoured by selection when33
there is either dominance or underdominance, but it is always selected against in34
17
the overdominance case (fig. 7.A).1
It is interesting to note that perfect assortative mating in our model framework is2
formally equivalent to selfing. Indeed, the mating matrix we obtain in this situation3
is strictly equivalent to the matrix for selfing as given by Nagylaki (1992, eq. 5.7).4
However, selfing is known to generate inbreeding depression. So, at first glance,5
assortative mating might result in a cost for the choice gene since it will increase the6
production of homozygotes offspring in exactly the same way as do selfing. Why is7
then assortative mating, or equivalently selfing, so easily selected for? Actually, self-8
ing purges the population from the deleterious allele a and reduces the genetic load of9
the population. Therefore, the selfing/assortative mating strategy is costly for their10
carriers only over a few generations but subsequently beneficial through increased11
mean viability of offspring, a classical result of population genetic theory (Gillespie,12
2004, fig. 5.5). This long term benefit is captured by the invasion condition given13
by the dominant eigenvalue of the transition matrix because it gives the asymptotic14
growth rate of allele B. But this invasion condition neglects the short-term fitness15
costs induces by selfing/assortative mating. This is the reason why in the population16
genetic model, there must be a threshold frequency of choice gene carriers initially17
set in the population to overcome the short term fitness valley resulting from the18
induced inbreeding depression. If the initial frequency of choice gene carriers exceeds19
this threshold, the choice gene spreads through fixation (fig. 7.B). While the locus20
subject to assortative mating follows here the same dynamics as if it were subject21
to selfing, it is important to recall that inbreeding affects all the loci of the genome22
while assortative mating only affects the set of loci under assortative mating or those23
that are closely linked to them. Accordingly, there is also a fundamental difference24
between assortative-mating and selfing.25
Discussion26
Genetic diversity is a central focus of all theory on mate choice based on indirect27
benefits: Mate choice only works if there is genetic variation in male quality. At28
the same time, mate choice interacts with the levels of diversity that can be main-29
tained in a population, and of particular interest are non-additive effects (Neff and30
Pitcher, 2005): perhaps more variation can be maintained if females favour heterozy-31
gous males rather than a fixed best genotype, or if different females have different32
preferences?33
18
Our population genetic modelling allows direct comparison of several different1
female choice strategies and evaluates their consequences for genetic diversity at2
condition-dependent traits. We have analyzed here the simplest situation of the3
world of condition-dependence, that is, a one-locus system with two viability alle-4
les. This may appear drastic, but it allows us to derive a clear message: a given5
mutational input translates into very different prospects for female choice, depend-6
ing on the details of genetic dominance and whether females target homozygotes or7
heterozygotes as mates, seek complementary alleles, or mate assortatively.8
In the introduction, we alluded to a mechanism that might boost the effects of a9
slight mutation rate and help maintain genetic diversity at the viability locus: if fe-10
male choice differs from a strict and focused choice of the best genotypes (here, AA),11
genetic variation is better maintained and this could maintain more female choice, i.e.12
females retain choosiness while tolerating bigger costs. Relaxing the strict preference13
for AA males could be either a broad preference for good genes, where heterozygous14
males have comparable mating success to homozygous high quality individuals, or15
an actual preference for heterozygous males over any kind of homozygote. Either16
of these preferences turn out to spread poorly compared to a classical good genes17
preference, even though our results confirmed that they help to maintain genetic18
diversity at the viability locus. However, the potential benefit brought by this diver-19
sity is outweighed by the inaccuracy of female choice itself: compared with focused20
choice, broad choice for good genes produces more genetic diversity in the offspring21
generation, which means that female parents are less likely to produce the desired22
(fittest) type of offspring. The net effect is negative: even though there is more rea-23
son to choose when diversity is high, superior offspring performance when mating24
with superior males does not manifest itself as faithfully as in the case of focused25
choice. Thus, various forms of heterozygote-favouring (or variable) female choice26
seem to pose a problem for the theory of sexual ornamentation based on indirect27
benefits, rather than a solution.28
There are exceptions to this conclusion, however. For example, we found that29
a preference for heterozygous males can evolve, but this only happens under quite30
specific conditions. Overdominance should be symmetric, while mutations should be31
biased towards one or the other allele. Our model is, of course, an oversimplification32
with its one condition-or viability-determining locus only, but the same logic should33
apply in a more general setting: Mating with heterozygous males inevitably means34
that a fraction of offspring will be homozygous for various loci, and if some homozy-35
19
gotes are more common than others and have superior fitness, then heterozygote1
matings will overproduce the less fit homozygotes.2
This makes it very difficult to establish a general preference for mating with3
heterozygote males. The recent findings that heterozygous males have superior or-4
naments (Marshall et al., 2003; Seddon et al., 2004; Reid et al., 2005) thus, again,5
pose a problem rather than a solution for the maintenance of female choice: why6
should they remain choosy, when dominance in ornaments means that ornaments7
have relatively little predictive power with respect to the condition, viability and8
and attractiveness of offspring?9
Expanding on earlier results by Partridge (1983) and Hedrick (1992), disassor-10
tative mating was found to be much more robust in our model, as long as there11
is overdominance. This creates conditions under which females can benefit from12
favouring ’complementary’ genotypes. This strategy, of course, requires that the13
cognitive machinery (e.g. Milinski et al., 2005) is in place to allow female choice to14
depend on the female’s own genotype. This preference invades initially with roughly15
similar ease as focused choice for good genes does. Interestingly, however, the spread16
of this strategy slows down considerably faster than a preference for good genes, even17
though the former maintains genetic variation while the latter depletes it. The re-18
sulting polymorphism appears to be a balance between natural and sexual selection.19
When choice is rare, heterozygous offspring are the fittest due to a viability benefit.20
But once the choice allele increases, heterozygous males have poorer mating success,21
which diminishes the fitness differences between offspring types, and thus improves22
the relative success of random mating. Thus, frequency-dependence can increase23
the diversity of female mating strategies (Jennions and Petrie, 1997): in addition to24
choosy females preferring their complementary kind, other females benefit by not25
being choosy at all.26
Our model tracks one condition-determining locus only and it is not straight-27
forward to predict the results if extended to multiple loci with interactions among28
loci and linkage disequilibria. However, the main message of our model is that one29
should not focus solely on the diversity-maintaining consequences of a choice rule,30
when predicting its evolutionary success. Any choice rule that maintains variation31
must do so by producing diverse kinds of offspring, and many of them will perform32
poorly. The latter fact has a negative impact on preference evolution. While we33
have not proven that the net effect will be negative if multiple loci are considered,34
our results certainly warn against quick conclusions based on the positive effects on35
20
diversity maintenance only.1
Our model also assumes a population of infinite size and thus ignores the ef-2
fects of genetic drift at either the viability or the choice locus. Given sufficiently3
strong directional selection, drift at the choice locus is unlikely to affect our results4
substantially. At the viability locus, however, genetic drift will change the starting5
conditions we derived (Fig. 1). In the presence of symmetric overdominance, drift6
should play the same role as biased mutation rate, by letting equilibrium allele fre-7
quency to differ from 1/2, thus allowing preference for heterozygous males to evolve.8
Under dominance, genetic drift might either relax or tighten the conditions for the9
evolution of preference for good genes because drift can either result in an increase10
or a decrease in the equilibrium frequency of deleterious alleles; this equilibrium de-11
pending on the interaction between the coefficient of dominance (h), the coefficient12
of selection (s) and population size (Gle´min, 2003, fig. 3). For instance, genetic13
drift leading to drift load, will on average increase the frequency of the less fit allele,14
thus boosting the scope of selection for choice of good genes. The precise effects of15
drift are potentially more complicated, because drift can create linkage between the16
choice and the viability locus.17
Finally, a cautionary note. We have assumed that male life-history depends on18
a pleiotropic gene that influences both the attractiveness of male offspring, and the19
viability of both male and female offspring. We did not model condition-dependence20
explicitly by seeking optimal life history reaction norms of a male to his own con-21
dition (Nur and Hasson, 1984; Getty, 1998; Kokko, 1998), nor did we derive gene22
frequency changes in different environments despite the importance of G x E in-23
teractions for the operation of sexual selection (e.g. David et al., 2000; Jia et al.,24
2000; Proulx, 2001; Welch, 2003; Hunt et al., 2004). Nevertheless, we suspect that25
condition-dependent sexual signalling and its interaction with genetic and environ-26
mental variation in condition makes researchers face the same dilemma that became27
evident in our simplified version: the very mechanisms that help maintain diversity28
in offspring genotypes often also mean that trying to select the best genes becomes29
a very inaccurate business. Condition-dependence typically means that there is a30
large environmental component to a male’s appearance (Griffith et al., 1999; Koti-31
aho et al., 2001). Studies reporting such effects have even promoted this effect to32
the status of a (partial) resolution of the lek paradox (Kotiaho et al., 2001). Our33
results lead us to echo Greenfield and Rodriguez (2004) worry that there is another,34
somewhat neglected side to the coin: a large environmental component to a male’s35
21
condition is simply another way to make females less certain that their preference1
leads to the desired genotypes in offspring (see also Danielson-Franc¸ois et al., 2006).2
Future studies, both theoretical and empirical, should investigate how choosiness can3
be maintained when dominance in sexually selected traits means that these traits4
have relatively little predictive power with respect to the fitness and attractiveness5
of offspring.6
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Appendix10
Mutation matrix11
The mutation matrix with elements u(l|i) giving the probability that an offspring12
inheriting genotype i will actually be of genotype l after mutation reads13
U =
 (1− µ)
2 (1− µ) ν ν2
2 (1− µ)µ (1− µ) (1− ν) + µν 2 (1− ν) ν
µ2 µ (1− ν) (1− ν)2
 . (17)14
Dynamic of the choice gene: population genetic model15
Here, we describe the elements of the transition matrix T of the genotype frequencies16
p ≡ (pAAB, pAaB, paaB, pAAb, pAab, paab) given in the main text. Notice first that the17
fertility of a choosy female is 1−c, that of a random mating female is 1 and that the18
mean fertility is designated by f¯ . Then, the transition matrix of genotype frequencies19
can then be written20
T =
1
f¯
(
(1− c)UMBW URBW
(1− c)UMbW URbW
)
, (18)21
where the subscript B and b of the mating matrices emphazise the allele at the22
choice gene locus carried by the offspring produced by the matings described by the23
22
elements of the respective matrices. Accordingly, the elements of matrix MB stand1
for the production of juvenile choice gene carriers of the different genotypes at the2
condition-determining locus by female choice gene carriers. These elements are3
Pr(iB|jB) =
∑
k
Pr(iB|k, jB)Pr(k|jB), (19)4
where the sum runs over all possible male genotypes while i and j designate the geno-5
type at the condition-determining locus. The first term in this sum is the probability6
that a female with genotype jB which has mated with a male with genotype k pro-7
duces an offspring of genotype iB. The choice gene of an offspring is randomly sam-8
pled from one of the parental choice gene, for instance Pr(AAB|AAb,AAB) = 1/2.9
The second term in the sum is the probability that a female with genotype jB mates10
with a male with genotype k and is given by11
Pr(k|jB) = p
s
kψ(k|jB)∑
r p
s
rψ(r|jB)
. (20)12
where ψ(k|jB)is the probability that a female with genotype jB accepts a male with13
genotype k for mating. The elements of the matrix Mb are14
Pr(ib|jB) =
∑
k
Pr(ib|k, jB)Pr(k|jB). (21)15
The random mating matrices RB and Rb are obtained similarly but by letting16
ψ(k|jB) = 1 and ψ(k|jb) = 1 for all male and female genotypes.17
23
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Table of symbols used in the model1
Symbols Definitions
A, a Alleles at the condition-determining locus
B, b Alleles at the choice locus, B determines choosiness
p Frequency of allele A
q Frequency of allele B
pˆ Equilibrium frequency of allele A
pj Frequency of genotypes j
wj Viability of genotypes j
s Coefficient of selection against a
h Coefficient of dominance
µ Mutation rate from allele A to allele a
ν Mutation rate from allele a to allele A
c Cost of choice
ψ(k|j) Probability that a female with genotype j accepts
a randomly encountered male with genotype k for mating
ψ Strategy profile: set of the probabilities ψ(k|j) determined by allele B
log λ Choice gene growth rate when rare
λ Dominant eigenvalue of the transition matrix Tpˆ
pA Vector of genotype frequencies of the condition-determining locus
pB Vector of genotype frequencies of the condition-determining locus
and choice allele B
p Vector of all genotype frequencies
T Transition matrix of genotype frequencies
W Viability matrix
M Mating matrix under choice
R Random mating matrix
U Mutation matrix
L ≡ 1− w¯wmax Genetic load
FIS ≡ 1− pAa2p(1−p) Heterozygote deficiency index
2
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Figure 1: (A) Polymorphic equilibrium of the frequency pˆ of allele A under random
mating (eq. 7) as a function of the dominance coefficient h. The four different curves
correspond, from top to bottom, to: (1) s = 0.1 and µ = 0.005, (2) s = 0.1 and
µ = 0.01, (3) s = 0.05 and µ = 0.01 and (4) s = 0.025 and µ = 0.01. A decrease
in the coefficient of selection s and an increase in the mutation rate µ decreases the
equilibrium frequency of allele A. (B) Corresponding heritability at the viability
locus (eq. 8). The four different curves correspond to the same parameter values as
given in panel A.
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Figure 2: Growth rate given by log λ of the strategy ”focused choice for good genes”
as a function of the dominance coefficient h. (A) The coefficient of selection is set
to s=0.1 and the three curves correspond, from top to bottom, to: (1) µ = 0.01 and
c = 0, (2) µ = 0.005 and c = 0, (3) µ = 0.005 and c = 0.005. A decrease in the
mutation rate and an increase in the cost of choice decreases the growth rate. (B)
Same parameter values as (A) except the selection coefficient is set to s = 0.005.
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Figure 3: Growth rate of the choice allele B given by log λ of the strategy ”broad
choice for good genes” as a function of the dominance coefficient h. The parameters
are the same as in fig. (2). (A) The coefficient of selection is set to s=0.1 and
the three curves correspond, from top to bottom, to: (1) µ = 0.01 and c = 0, (2)
µ = 0.005 and c = 0, (3) µ = 0.005 and c = 0.005. A decrease in the mutation rate
and an increase in the cost of choice decreases the growth rate. (B) Same parameter
values as (A) except the selection coefficient is set to s = 0.005.
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Figure 4: Dynamic of allele frequencies, genetic load and heterozygote deficiency
index as a function of time since the introduction of allele B at frequency q(0) in a
population at equilibrium frequency pˆ of allele A (eq.7). The plain line correspond
to the frequency of allele A, the dashed line is the frequency of heterozygotes Aa, the
decelerating line with points is the genetic load L, the second line with the points
is the frequency of allele B and the second plain line, confounded with the abscissa
at zero is the heterozygote defiency index FIS. fig. (A) ”focused choice for good
genes” strategy with parameter values: q(0) = 10−6, h = 0.3, s = 0.1, µ = 0.01 and
c = 0. fig. (B) ”broad choice for good genes” strategy with q(0) = 10−4, h = 0.3,
s = 0.1, µ = 0.01 and c = 0. fig. (C) ”focused choice for good genes” strategy of for
q(0) = 0.5, h = 0.3, s = 0.1, µ = 0.01 and c = 0.005. fig. (D) ”broad choice for good
genes” strategy with same parameter values as in fig. (C).
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Figure 5: fig. (A) Growth rate of the strategy choice for heterozygotes as a function
of the dominance coefficient h. The coefficient of selection is set to s = 0.1 and
the three curves correspond, from top to bottom, to: (1) µ = 0.01 and c = 0, (2)
µ = 0.005 and c = 0, (3) µ = 0.005 and c = 0.005. A decrease in the mutation
rate and an increase in the cost of choice decreases the growth rate. fig. (B) Growth
rate of the strategy choice for heterozygotes under symmetric overdominance as a
function of the mutation rate. The three curves correspond, from top to bottom,
to: (1) s = 0.1 and c = 0, (2) s = 0.05 and c = 0, (3) s = 0.1 and c = 0.005.
fig. (C) Growth rate given for the strategy disassortative mating as a function of the
dominance coefficient h. The parameters are the same as for fig. (A).
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Figure 6: Dynamic of various quantities as a function of time since the introduction
of the choice allele B at frequency q(0) in a population at equilibrium frequency
pˆ of allele A at the viability locus under random mating (eq.7). The plain line
correspond to the frequency of allele A at the viability locus, the dashed line is
the frequency of heterozygotes Aa, the line with points is the genetic load L, the
second line with points is the frequency of choice allele B and the second plain
line is the heterozygote defiency index FIS. fig. (A) Choice for heterozygotes under
symmetric overdominance with parameter values q(0) = 10−3, s = 0.1, µ = 0 and c =
0. fig. (B) Disassortative mating under symmetric overdominance with parameter
values q(0) = 10−3, s = 0.1, µ = 0.01 and c = 0. fig. (C-D) Disassortative mating
under asymmetric overdominance, with parameter values q(0) = 10−3, s = 0.1,
µ = 10−3, c = 0 and h = −1 for fig.(C) while h = −0.5 for fig.(D).
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Figure 7: fig. (A) Growth rate for assortative mating as a function of the dominance
coefficient h. The coefficient of selection is set to s = 0.1 and the three curves
correspond, from top to bottom, to: (1) µ = 0.01 and c = 0, (2) µ = 0.005 and
c = 0, (3) µ = 0.005 and c = 0.005. A decrease in the mutation rate and an increase
in the cost of choice decreases the growth rate. fig. (B) dynamic for assortative
mating of allele frequency A and B, of genotype Aa frequency, of the genetic load
L and of the heterozygote deficiency index I. Parameter values are: q(0) = 10−2,
h = 0.5, s = 0.1, µ = 0.01 and c = 0.
